
Protocol PSF MX User Meeting on ZOOM 2020-06-04 
Time and Place: 14:00 Thursday 4 June  

https://ki-se.zoom.us/j/67011875797?pwd=TTk5Z0dnOU5MMldwbkprYk1HK2FYUT09  

Meeting ID: 670 1187 5797      Password: 153499  

Participants: Martin Moche, Anatoly Dubnovitsky, Valentina Furlanetto, Magnus Claesson, Rajkumar Singh 

§1 Next PSF MX User Meeting 

Proposal is “10 am Tuesday 16 June on ZOOM” – link to be shared  

§2 Coronavirus and beamtime 

• BESSY COVID-19 updates  

o Mail-In Data Collection Services at BESSY – Appendix1 email 

• DIAMOND COVID-19 updates  

o Diamond Light Source pucks June-July-Aug to be discussed –Appendix2 email 

• MAXIV-BioMAX is open for remote experiments 

o Create feedback for remote 28 May BioMAX session 

§3.1 BioMAX remote feedback 28 May 

LiU feedback 

We had issues with: 

✓ camera/goniometer view not updating, so need to refresh the page constantly - especially if a second person 

is logged in as observer 

✓ whole session becoming non-responsive and I could switch to a terminal window but not type on the 

command line, hitting a key on the keyboard activated one of the menu tabs on the top of the terminal, 

depending on which letter I hit… solution was that somebody else logged in and requested (and received 

control), then it would work for a while. We needed to do that about 5 times I think… also, it was important 

to tick the box “start new session” in Thinlink, otherwise the non-responsive session would resume usually 

with a screensaver and no response when I tried to type in the password. 

✓ energy scans worked well, but less sure about the XRF spectra looks like it missed some obvious peaks in the 

auto annotation… (I think you can see this on ISPyB). Changing WL (only about 0.2keV) was easy and quick… 

✓ activating quick characterisation and data collection strategies slowed things down considerably, so we 

switched it off while screening crystals with limited resolution to save time… worked for the high res crystal 

though… 

✓ Albula very slow to update with the new images, but Jie said that the earlier users that day had the same 

issue and that it probably was related to server issues at their end 

KI feedback 

The KI feedback is divided into two sections with different view on EDNA / BEST during characterization 

Robert Schnell 

We collected 7 datasets, all of them processed, evaluated, solved, useful.  We have determined a structure of a 

protein-protein complex from data collected on this beamtime. 

✓ We did not experience hardware difficulties, sometimes a refresh was needed. 

✓ Characterization with EDNA / BEST was working and useful! especially since the adxv still does NOT place the 

resolution rings to the correct position 

Anatoly Dubnovitsky and Madhuranayaki Thulasingam 

We solved two protein-peptide structure from this visit! 

https://www.helmholtz-berlin.de/user/index_en.html
https://www.diamond.ac.uk/Users.html
https://www.maxiv.lu.se/news/category/biomax-news/


 

✓ The default exposure time during characterization is 0.01 seconds? and we did not notice first so one 

research project were not exposed as intended 

✓ We sometimes pressed the red stop button top right, because MXCuBE was not responsive.  After the stop 

button we could typically just continue however we also had to do “restart_mxcube” twice and it was 

working both times so we could continue 

✓ MXCuBE is not responsive while waiting EDNA/BEST result that took so long time that we switched EDNA / 

BEST off to save time. 

§3.2 BioMAX 14 June 

Light source Beamline Date Duration Start Experimentalists 

MAXIV BioMAX 2020-06-14 16 08:00 To be determined 

Table 1. More beamtime listed under “Beamtime schedule” at http://ki.se/en/mbb/psf-mx  

Research group Unipucks Crystals 

KI starts, then LiU   

Madhu  2 32 

PSF  1+ 20 

Eleonore   

Table 2. BioMAX 14 June experimentalists 

 

§4 Assemble BioMAX advice online at PSF homepage 

BioMAX email1 

@all, in MXCuBE please don’t queue several collections from multiple points at the same time. This function is 

currently not working and will lead to a blank page. If this happens, you need to restart mxcube server by “openning 

a terminal and run restart_mxcube”. It will take ~15s, after that you can refresh the mxcube page and login again, 

please remember to “sync with ISPyB”, otherwise all the samples don’t get the proper name one reigsters in ISPyB.  

When you finish your measurement, please logout from MXCuBE, close Albula (if it’s open), logout from the thinlinc 

session. The last person who finish the experiment, please do the following before logout from MXCuBE: 

• Unmount the last sample 

• In MXCuBE->BeamlineActions(top left corner)-> prepare open hutch (will take ~2min) 

• In MXCuBE->BeamlineActions(top left corner)-> end_beamtime (will take ~5min) 
 

BioMAX email2 

Support phone 

After startup, the BioMAX on-call phone is the primary means of support is +46 70 290 66 18.  As this is a weekday, 

on-call support is ensured until 23:00. After this time (23:00) it is at the discretion of the on-call contact if they are 

available for support or not. 

Energy scans 

The main update to https://www.maxiv.lu.se/accelerators-beamlines/beamlines/biomax/user-access/ is that energy 

scans can now be done. The results are displayed in ISPyB; Right now, you would still need to set up the data 

collection manually. In case you want to use it, we could do a test run as a part of the startup procedure.  

http://ki.se/en/mbb/psf-mx
https://www.maxiv.lu.se/accelerators-beamlines/beamlines/biomax/user-access/


MXCuBE issues 

There are also some new functions in the beamline actions menu, mainly to work around commonly observed 

problems at the beamline: 

✓ To stop an unresponsive omega motor: abort_MD3 

✓ To continue robot operation after an 'empty mount': empty_sample_mounted 

✓ After a storage ring injection: open_beamline_shutter or beamtime_start (the latter may be better it merely 

open the shutters does not restore the beam) 

✓ After support hours or if support does not answer, if mxcube becomes totally unresponsive (and merely 

refreshing the browser tab or aborting MD3 do not work), use restart_mxcube. Note that restarting the 

server means that you have to resynchronize with ISPyB, redo your queue, etc. During support hours please 

call before doing that. 

Dewar shipment advice 

For shipments, remember to give a unique name containing the date to the shipment in ISPyB and enclose the 

return paperwork. We are now scanning the dewars on arrival, so when it gets to MAX IV you should see that it has 

"arrived" in ISPyB. 

 

 

 


